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PENN HOMECOMING

Live Virtual Event
Delta Penn is hosting a live
virtual event at 8:00 pm (EST)
to coincide with
Penn Homecoming on
November 14, 2020.
More details will be distributed via email ahead of the
event, so keep an eye out!

LOST BROTHERS

Help Penn SigEp
Stay Connected
As Penn continues to issue
announcements about the
coming semesters in the face
of COVID-19, our alumni association must make decisions
about the future of Pennsylvania Delta. We need our alumni
to remain informed and
involved.
Check out our list of lost
brothers on the homepage
of our website, and if you can
provide any missing contact
information, email our alumni
communications partner at
alumninews@affinityconnection.
com.
Delta Penn
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ALUMNI UPDATES

Submit Your Alumni Update Today at pennsigep.com
Robert Johnson ’55 credits his time at the
house with giving him lifelong friendships. He
still keeps in touch with Clarke Glennon ’55,
Ed Lesser ’55, Aram Jerrehian ’55, Earl Conway ’53, and Rogers Vaughn ’54. He and his
wife, Pat, have been blessed by their two children, and he’s just become a great grandfather
in 2019. He can be reached at rjohnson1555@
comcast.net.
Former undergrad president Jim Luther ’62
wrote with the sad news that he’s just lost his
wife of 41 years, Sharon, to pancreatic cancer. He
remembers his time in the house fondly. “I am so
appreciative of brothers who have stayed active,
assisting in the health of the house.” He can be
reached at sharonandjim8260@gmail.com.
Ken Marcus ’72 says he gives back to Pennsylvania Delta because “I grew, spiritually and
emotionally, as a SigEp brother. I am grateful for
the experience.” He says he stays in touch with
Buzz Rosenberg ’72 and hopes to reconnect
with Jeff Lehman ’72 and Dave Kohen ’72
now that he’s back in Boston for a year, while
he’s taking a sabbatical from his law practice in
Hawaii. While on the east coast, he was grateful
to meet his first grandson, born on Christmas
Eve, 2019. Kenneth can be reached at kmarcus@starnlaw.com.
John Gorman ’80 was president of the house as
an undergrad. This spring, he and Jeremy Chao

’81 caught up with each
other at the Penn-Harvard basketball game in
Boston. They were both
at each other’s weddings and re-connected
over 20 years after their
children were in college.
He can be reached
at johneogorman@
yahoo.com.
Ronald “Fitz” Fitzgerald ’88 looks back
fondly at the mischief during his time in the
house. “Such as the peanut butter jar incident,
the women’s center sign, bad beer night, the
indoor fireworks fight that brought the cops,
many things involving Curtis, and at least one
Christmas tree stolen from a golf course. I feel
confident that this tradition continues.” He says
he fell off the face of the earth and welcomes the
chance to ’fire up the gutter club with anyone
who isn’t still mad about me borrowing all
those shirts.’ You can catch up with him at ron.
fitzgerald@gmail.com.
Misha Yerlick ’10 is COO of Atlas Edibles, a
company that produces cannabis-infused drinks
and foods. He credits his time in the fraternity
with teaching him how to live with people
from different walks of life and with different
backgrounds. He can be reached at myerlick@
gmail.com.

PHOTO UPDATE

Kenneth Marcus ’72
(Left) Kenneth Marcus ’72 took a
year-long sabbatical from his law
practice to campaign. Here, he and
Elizabeth Warren pose together.
(Right) Ken Marcus ’72 and his
wife became grandparents for the
first time on Christmas Eve, 2019.
Welcome, little one!
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REMEMBERING PENN TRADITIONS

Remembering Penn Traditions
Five Traditions that Made Coming Back to Campus Feel Like Coming Home
If there’s one thing we’re certain about in
2020, it’s that everything is uncertain.
New announcements about fall at Penn
are coming out every day, and it seems like
many of our favorite campus activities are
postponed, moved online, or even canceled
altogether. That means that current Quakers may miss out on many of the things we
loved about our Penn experience. But in the
midst of these unfortunate cancellations,
we suggest looking back on better days. In
remembering our traditions, we reassure ourselves that someday they will return, for us
and future generations of Quakers to enjoy.
We’d like to remind you of five traditions
that made coming back to campus feel like
coming home.
Convocation

Freshmen are formally welcomed to Penn
during the Convocation ceremony. The
entire freshman class marches together, just
as it does during Commencement. Speakers
include the President, Provost, Penn Alumni
President, Dean of Admissions, and Chaplain, and several student groups perform
musical selections. Many freshmen remember Convocation fondly as a tradition shared
with their class, a “bookend” for their Penn
experience that mirrors Commencement,
and the first of many events with free food.

red T-shirts, carrying canes, and biting into
fake straw hats.
The House Cup
The College House Cup is an
intramural sports competition
between all of the College
Houses. Kicking off with
Penn Traditions Quizzo
during NSO, the competition runs through
the entire school year culminating with a celebration and the
awarding of the College House Cup
to the winning House at the end of
the spring semester.
Spring Fling
Since the ’70s, Spring Fling has been
the ultimate student festival at Penn.
Beginning in 1972, with attendance
between 10,00-15,000, students descend
onto the Quad, Hill Square, College Green,
and Wynn Commons to dance, eat, party,

and enjoy a day full of surprises. Each Spring
Fling consists of a carnival with games and
events, a concert hosting high-profile bands,
and the Quad concerts, which showcase
some of the hottest local bands and
performers.

Toast
Penn fans throw toast onto Franklin
Field after the third quarter of every
home football game. The toast-throwing
tradition was in response to the line “Here’s
a toast to dear old Penn” in the school song
“Drink a Highball.” The act of throwing
toast was adopted after alcohol was banned
from the stadium in the 1970s. In a good
season, 20,000-30,000 pieces of toast are
thrown per game!

Hey Day
In 1916, Hey Day was established as a
“Moving-Up” celebration to mark the advancement of each class. In recent decades,
Hey Day has represented the oﬃcial passage
of the junior class to senior status and is
characterized by thousands of marching students parading around campus and wearing
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UNDERGRAD UPDATE

Chapter President Janmiguel Gonzalez Weighs in on Belonging, the
Value of Brotherhood, and How Penn Delta is Responding to COVID-19
have. I’ve been lost, and brothers have helped
me find myself again. Overall, I gained true
friends that I’ll have for the rest of my life.

Tell us about yourself. How did you end up
at Penn? I’m originally from Villa Clara, Cuba,
and was raised in Miami, Florida when I moved
to the United States in 2004. I chose Penn because of its deep history and prestige. I’ll graduate in May 2021 with a B.A. in Philosophy,
Politics, and Economics (PPE) and a minor
in psychology. After graduation, I plan to do
marketing or brand strategy at a firm for several
years and eventually pursue an MBA.
What drew you to the SigEp brotherhood? I
didn’t decide that I wanted to join Penn Delta
until I saw my future big (Ryan Furey ‘19) at a
rush event in the spring. I met him at a political roundtable event during NSO during my
freshman fall, and he made me feel welcome
at Penn at a time when I was questioning
whether I belonged. Eventually, he introduced
me to more people in the brotherhood, and as
I got to know them, I realized just how smart
and kindhearted they all were. I respected the
brotherhood because I knew that they are all
good people with their heads in the right place.
I knew I found a place at Penn.
What have you learned/gained from your
involvement? I joined my freshman spring in
2018. As vice president of communications and
now as president, I’ve learned how daunting it

I respected the brotherhood because
I knew that they are all good people
with their heads in the right place.
may seem to manage a large group of guys on
a college campus, but also how rewarding it is
when some of the brightest minds get together
and do good things for our fraternity, and the
community. I’ve gained knowledge and insights
from my brothers that I otherwise may not

Tell us about the house and fall rush. How
are things different this year? Our house
is locked for the semester and almost all our
programming is virtual, so we’ve had to change
practically everything about how the chapter
functions, emphasizing brotherhood in order
to maintain close relations as a response to
COVID-19 and the new sophomore housing
rules that start next year. We are relying heavily
on our virtual recruitment efforts with a strong
emphasis on the Balanced Man Scholarship
compared to previous years. We see BMS as an
opportunity for us to reach out to interested
freshmen and grow our brotherhood despite
COVID-19.
I’m happy to say that there’s a community of
trust and respect regarding COVID-19. We stay
below 10 people at any location where brothers
are hanging out, we wear masks, and we’re open
and honest about any exposure. Naturally, we’ve
emphasized the value of smaller programming
events for the brotherhood. central location for
brothers to hang out, we’ve kickstarted brotherhood programming events with six-person
groups either going to a restaurant or cooking
together and have seen success so far.

FLASH REPORT

The Vital Stats of Penn Delta
This year, Pennsylvania Delta turns 116.
That’s a lot of SigEps– brothers whose lives are
better for the leadership, commitment, and
friendships they gained while they were at the
chapter house.
A healthy fraternity is a living thing. It requires maintenance, care, and supervision. You
are a member and an owner! To perpetuate our
chapter and keep it strong, we as volunteers
keep a close eye on the “beating heart” of our
chapter, the brothers, and key statistics. Here’s
a snapshot; to see a complete flash report of
Penn Delta’s alumni, donors, and donations
on our alumni website.
Join your brothers and make a gift today!
See the enclosed letter to learn how you can
give back.
Delta Penn
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ALUMNI IN THE NEWS

Brother Kyle Schoeder ‘00 Makes Headlines with $235 Million Sale of Cremo
Over a decade ago, Brother Kyle Schoeder ’00 started
a business selling barber-quality shaving cream and
male grooming products that combine an old-fashioned feel with quality and accessibly-priced products.
We profiled Kyle and his business, Cremo Company,
way back in 2011 when the company was just “on the
cusp of gaining national distribution.”
Now he’s just sold his business to the billion-dollar company Edgewell
Personal Care for $235 million. Congrats to Brother Schoeder on the
successful deal!

From Glossy’s article on the sale:
“...despite its subdued approach, the brand has
been busy. The Laguna Beach, California-based
brand, founded by Mike Boone and Kyle Schroeder,
launched with shaving cream in 2005. Matthew
Biggins, Cremo CEO, joined in 2015. At the time,
the brand was doing $2.5 million in sales, he told Forbes in 2019. Since
then, the brand has expanded to face products, beard care, body products,
shampoo, and, most recently in March, hair dye. It did $75 million in
2018 sales, according to a brand press release.”

NOTABLE ALUMNI

SIGEP HQ FEATURES
BROTHER JARED
FENTON ‘17
Sigma Phi Epsilon National (@officialsigep on Instagram) recently posted a

video collaboration with Penn Delta
Brother Jared Fenton ’17 along with
this comment:
“A Virtual SigEp Experience –
Mental Wellness”
Jared Fenton, Executive Director of
@thereflectorg, shares how we can all
practice mental wellness while physically
distancing. More experts at sigep.org/
meetups

Find more from Jared at tinyurl.com/
reflectguidecovid-19

Contact Jared at info@reflecteffect.org”
You can watch the video here: bit.ly/
SigEpReflect

Check out Jared’s nonprofit, The Reflect
Organization, at www.reflecteffect.org.
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Famous Brothers Make Headlines from SPE
National to Local Chapter
There is a long list of famous SigEps, and that’s
not surprising. After all, Pennsylvania Delta
is a place where we learned leadership and
incentive, and that attracts men of character.
Theodore Geisel, better known as Dr. Suess,
was a SigEp from Dartmouth. Actor John
Goodman pledged at Southwest Missouri
State University. Wall Street Journal Editor
Robert Bartley hails from Iowa State University and Kent “Oz” Nelson, retired CEO of
UPS, pledged to Ball State.
Here at Pennsylvania Delta, we have our
very own celebrity alumnus. Brother James
McDaniel ’80 is a stage, film, and television

actor best known for playing Lt. Arthur Fancy
on the television show NYPD Blue. He also
created the role of Paul in the hit Lincoln Center play Six Degrees of Separation and played
a police oﬃcer in the 1990 series Cop Rock.
Brother McDaniel was a close advisor to director Spike Lee regarding the activist Malcolm X
in the 1992 film Malcolm X. He’s also played
Sgt. Jesse Longford in the ABC television
series Detroit 1-8-7. We’re proud to call James
a Penn Delta Brother.
Do you know a famous Penn SigEp?
We want to tell his story! Email us at
alumninews@affinityconnection.com.

WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS

The class of 1965
In this shot from Frank Barrett ’65, it
looks like the class of 1965 is having the
time of their lives!
Front row, L-R: Jack Slipka ’67, Connie
Eberstein ’65, Jim Spendiff ’65, Marilyn
Monroe, Unknown, Ralph Wilson ’65,
Alan Fox ’66, Dave Woodyat ’65 (“How
much would could Woodyatt ya if a
Woodyat could yat wood?” Frank says.)
Second row (standing): Unknown, Bill
Schilling ’66, Gary Russell ’64, Unknown,
Mike Cassidy ’66, Hank Glaser ’67, Ray Roy
’66, Bill Bateman ’65, Cal Bamford ’66, Roger
Pelham ’66 and Bruce Dahlgren ’66.
Back row: Unknown, Charlie Fisler ’66, Bill
Gemmill ’66, Dick Fuke ’66, Unknown,
Unknown, Paul Sottnek ’66, Dallas Smith ’67,
and Frank Barrett ’65. Frank ends by saying,
www.PennSigEp.com

“George Wolf ’65,” the Invisible Man and does
not appear.”
Know the names of some of these ’unknowns’? Have golden pics like this? Upload
them to www.pennsigep.com by clicking
on the “Photo Albums” tab or email them to
alumninews@affinityconnection.com and we
can include them in an upcoming newsletter.
Fall 2020

